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PREFACE 
SEMANTIC NETWORKS are ill the mainstream of Artificial Intelligence (AI) which presumes that 
an intelligent being combines mental (or physical) symbols to form complex concepts and beliefs. 
Such a compositional language of thought is expected to represent the meaning of anything that 
can be expressed in natural language. A semantic network is a graph of the structure of meaning 
in which nodes represent concepts and links represent relations and abstractions. AI programs 
operate directly on such a structure in order to infer consequences from asserted facts. The theory 
also deals with the semantic structure of the categories needed to understand the real world, 
and to do this it exploits and combines abstract mathematics, linguistics, computer science and 
philosophy. In computer reasoning using a semantic network, knowledge can be analyzed, that 
is, examined and broken down into its meaningful components so that conceptual errors can be 
identified and key assumptions altered and the consequences determined. This is in contrast 
to most sub-symbolic neural networks, whose internal compositional structures (if any) are not 
currently amenable to conceptual analysis and understanding. Industry and the military are now 
recognizing that they need computers which can make decisions based on in-depth conceptual 
understanding and they are prepared to spend a lot of money to reach this Holy Grail (or Pandora's 
Box, depending on your viewpoint). 
This volume starts with an introduction to the field of semantic networks followed by eight 
invited 'research summaries' of the major research families in the field, then 25 independent 
articles on various semantic network subjects. 
The eight research summaries cover Roger Schank's CONCEPTUAL DEPENDENCY theory and its 
descendants, John Sowa's CONCEPTUAL GRAPHS, the line of semantic network research initiated 
by Lenhart Schubert now called ECO, the large KL-ONE family, PATH-BASED INHERITANCE 
theories originally derived from Scott Fahhnan's NETL, the PREFERENCE SEMANTICS system 
developed by Yorick Wilks to understand sentences and texts, the PSN (Procedural Semantic 
Network) systems developed at the University of Toronto, and SNEPS (the Semantic Network 
Processing System) first developed by Stuart Shapiro. Most of these summaries are written by 
the founders or co-founders; they each introduce the basic concepts and notation and then survey 
the research history and the current work in progress, explaining the main issues. Each system 
has its own special concerns and solutions. 
The remaining 25 articles make diverse and far-reaching use of discrete mathematics to represent 
and process the conceptual structures underlying language and thought. They also establish 
valuable new connections to fields like Relational Algebra, Graph-Grammar, Ontology, Sorted 
Logic, Chemical Databases, Linguistics, Lexicography, Semiotics and Lattice Theory. The articles 
range from pure theory to descriptions of working computer systems and results. Some use the 
theories of Charles S. Peirce, who more or less invented semantic networks (his Ezistential Graphs). 
Abstraction hierarchies like concept azonomies and type lattices are now seen as the key to sim- 
plifying and speeding standard AI inference methods (like unification-based resolution theorem- 
proving and rule-based search). Recent interest in Semantic Database Models and Object- 
Oriented Programming has turned attention in those fields to the basic semantic network theory 
which underlies them. Formally tractable knowledge structures which allow automatic inference in 
feasible time (recently called 'vivid representations') coincide more or less with classical semantic 
networks. New parallel and connectionist emantic net machines are appearing. 
The diagrams of semantic networks allow a quick grasp of abstract meaning structure and 
map more directly to natural anguage than symbolic logic does. Beyond this is the alluring fact 
that mathematical results in the theory of pure structure yield philosophical consequences and 
principles of ordinary life in the real world. 
Fritz Lehmann 
Guest Editor 
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SUBJECT GUIDE. Following the 8 surveys are 25 articles whose subject mater is shown 
above with a 'Concept Lattice' (defined in WiUe's article). Each article is represen~d by a 
dark, t'flled-in ode labelled with its first author's name. Above these are 23 selec~i subjects 
shown in upper case which also have dark nodes. To fred which of these subjects an article 
covers, read up in the diagram along all paths from that article's node. Conversely, to t'md 
the articles on a certain subject, read down all paths from that subject's node. This structure 
was automatically genera~d using Wille's algorithm which supplied new 'concept nodes' 
(the small unlabelled open circles) representing unsuspected clusters of features hared by 
clusters of articles. These nodes are meaningful concepts; for example, the one marked "*" 
applies to the two articles which combine relational inheri~nce, inference structures and the 
work of Charles S. Peirce, and it turns out to mean 'Relational Algebra' invented by Peirce). 
